Congratulations on your purchase of a Uniden GMRS All-Sizes Mobile Radio. The GMRS All-Sizes Mobile Radio offers a variety of features that make it convenient to stay in touch with your group. The simple, intuitive interface is easy to understand, making it simple to operate the radio. The radio’s sleek design makes it easy to maneuver and keep in your vehicle. The GMRS All-Sizes Mobile Radio is guaranteed to exceed your expectations.

USING THE RADIO

Turning the Radio On and Adjusting the Volume

1) Press and hold 

2) Press 

• The radio will automatically turn off after 1 minute if you do not press any buttons. 

Changing the Volume

• The current volume level displays on the display. The radio transmits at maximum power when the volume is set to “HI.” The volume level decreases in 7 steps to the lowest level at “LO.”

Setting Your Nickname

Your radio is equipped with a user-selectable nickname feature that lets you create a unique nickname that identifies you. To set your nickname:

1) Press 

2) Enter/Menu/Change

• After you have entered your nickname, press . Your nickname appears on other units’ displays.

Using Group Mode

In order to use Group mode, you need to have entered your Group Code.

1) Press 

2) To change the channel continuously, press . The radio will automatically change for everyone in the group.

• You cannot make direct calls in Group mode.

Changing a Channel

When you change channels, the channel number changes in discrete steps. To change channels continuously:

1) Press 

2) To change the channel continuously, press . The channel number changes in discrete steps.

• You must be in Group mode to use this feature.

Changing Channels

• The radio has a channel scan feature that lets you listen for weak signals on the closest channel. If a channel is detected, the radio pauses on that channel for 3 seconds and then returns to the previous mode. The channel number displayed next to “RX” changes to the closest channel.

• To turn the channel scan off, press TRBeep.

Boosting the Volume

Press and hold 

• The current channel number displays on the display.

• When you press and hold 

2) The radio boosts the volume to its maximum level for 3 seconds. When the chirp ends, begin your conversation.

Defeating VOX

Press

• The radio sounds tones for 3 seconds as it sends the channel. Your conversation remains private between you and the person(s) you are calling.

• If you are in Group mode, press 

2) To change the volume level, press . Each tone will be displayed on the radio for 3 seconds before returning to the previous mode.

• You must be in Group mode to use this feature.

SQUELCH

Your radio has a Squelch feature that prevents unwanted background noise when no signal is being received. The Squelch level can be adjusted to allow you to listen to weaker signals on channels with high background noise.

• To adjust the Squelch level, press 

2) To change the Squelch level in 3 steps, press .

• The Squelch level is displayed on the display.

• To turn the Squelch off, press .

• You must be in Group mode to use this feature.

Weather Channels

• The radio will automatically change to the nearest weather channel when you select the Weather Channel.

• To change the weather channel, press and hold .

• The radio will change to the next weather channel when you select the Weather Channel.

• To turn the Weather Channel function off, press TRBeep.

• You must be in Group mode to use this feature.
Press LIGHT/MODE to display LIGHT/MON.

To turn on Roger Beep:

Using the Flashlight

Your radio operates normally when the SOS strobe mode.
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